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BRIEF SUMMARY
-

Information relevant tour, selection of commentary material, developing commentary based from
gathered information and tips when doing commentaries.
It is to enhance your communication skills to this kind of services that you need to provide for the
tourist.
TOUR GUIDE is considered as Educator as well, because they give more information and or
knowledge about certain destination. It is where Tourists are looking for every time they have a
tour or travel.

FIVE SECTORS OF TOURISM INDUSRTY
ACCOMMODATIONS
- Hotels
Check in , Check out

TRANSPORTATION
By Air, Land, and
Water

INTERMEDIARIES
All suppliers –
Travel Agencies

DESTINATIONS
Chosen
Tourist’s
Destination

ATTRACTIONS
Natural, ManMade and
Heritage
Attractions

TO DO LIST
Directions: Applying the given components of tour guiding commentaries in making a tour script
(Part3)
-

Create also an Itinerary going to Province of SIARGAO for 3D and 2N!
Attach some pictures of different attractions of a certain destination in SIARGAO.
(Natural, Man-Made, and Heritage Attractions)

Guidelines:
1. Prepare a proper introduction of welcoming and greeting the tourists.
2. Follow the tour script properly to present the body of the commentary.
3. Appropriate use of communication.
4. Arouse the interest of the audience/ tourists. And get the feedback of the tourists
5. Summarizing the commentary
6. Giving reminders
7. Do the proper closing remarks “saying thank you and good bye to the tourist”
Directions: Discuss the following.
1. Locate the different attractions available in SORSOGON, MARINDUQUE and MINDORO.
2. Describe the attractions available in the areas mentioned.
3. Choose attractions and activities that tourist would want to see and do, respectively.
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